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Abstract

Because of the trend of metrosexual men, numerous cosmetic brands that originally focused on female customers have extended their product lines to cover the male market, and symbolic consumption in advertisements for male perfumes has flooded society. This study adopted a 3 × 2 between-subjects experiment method to examine the effect of two independent variables, namely the appeal of various types of male perfume advertisement (vanity appeal, admiration appeal, and sexual appeal) and the product involvement of consumers (high and low), on attitudes toward the advertisement (Aad), attitudes toward the brand (Ab), and purchase intention (PI). This study revealed the following: (1) The types of advertising appeal do affect the Aad, Ab, and PI of consumers; (2) consumers’ product involvement also affects their Aad, Ab, and PI; (3) vanity appeal and admiration appeal both result in optimal Aad and Ab, and PI of consumers with high product involvement; and (4) sexual appeal results in optimal Aad and Ab for consumers with low product involvement but has no effect on their PI. In today’s advertising and marketing business, how a product is made to carry certain symbolic meanings has become particularly crucial; company owners must not overlook the influence of symbolic consumption. This study’s results can serve as a reference for company owners and advertisers when planning future advertising and marketing strategies.
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1. Introduction

The topics of fashion and skin care are no longer exclusively for women. The novel term “metrosexual,” which combines metropolis and sexual, refers to the trend of metrosexual men (Pan & Jamnia, 2015; Bano & Sharif, 2017). According to the Nielsen survey, only 19% of men do not follow fashion trends, whereas 56% of men believe that wearing attractive outfits can improve their confidence; these percentages are only slightly lower than those for women (Kurniawan et al., 2015). Mitchell and Lodhia (2017) indicated that an increasing number of men have started to focus on their tastes and indulgences; therefore, numerous cosmetic brands that originally focused on female customers have extended their product lines to cover the male market. Numerous companies have focused on the metrosexual market. During the past decade, Taiwan’s metrosexual market has quietly risen to power in the male consumer market under the influence of Japanese and Korean pop culture. Moreover, the so-called metrosexual market not only includes clothing and accessories but also male perfumes (Wu, 2015; Pan & Jamnia, 2015). The potential of the metrosexual market is greater than the common imagination.

Male perfume is a sensory product focused on smell and vision. These products are usually pricy and represent certain levels of personalization (Zeng & Wang, 2016). To appeal to consumers and stimulate purchases, advertisers often employ multiple types of visual stimulation such as celebrity endorsements, brand pursuit, and nudity (Kong, 2016). Detailed observations of the advertisement market in recent years have revealed that advertisers have placed diversified cultural meanings and symbolic values into commercial advertisements for male perfumes. This indicates that the focus of the product that consumers pursue to satisfy their desires has shifted from its function to its external symbolization (Stratton & Northcote, 2016). This phenomenon of symbolic consumption has quietly spread among...
male perfumes in Taiwan. In fact, in the capitalist social system, consumers usually pay more attention to the symbolic value hiding behind each product, in addition to its format, design, and price (Servidio, 2015).

In Taiwan, making an effective commercial advertisement for male perfumes is not easy. According to a survey conducted by Chanel’s Taiwan branch, the age group of the main consumers of male perfumes in Taiwan is between 25 and 44 years old. However, approximately half of the male perfume sold is purchased by women or with the presence of a woman, such as a girlfriend or wife (Tseng, 2012). Therefore, advertisements for male perfumes must be designed from the perspective of men and their composition must be established with the minds of women considered to comprehensively achieve effective advertising (Godeo, 2005). With increased emphases on quality of life and interpersonal relationships, perfumes have become a necessity. Relevant advertisements can be seen everywhere (Kong, 2016); one of their prominent characteristics is that they rely heavily on visual effects (Tuna & Freitas, 2012). However, studies on the advertising and marketing of perfumes are rare in this field. Therefore, the present study determined the symbolic consumption in advertisements for male perfumes. Its main objectives were as follows:

1) To determine the effect of different types of advertising appeal in advertisements for male perfumes on consumers’ attitudes toward the advertisement (A_{ad}), attitudes toward the brand (A_{b}), and purchase intention (PI).

2) To determine the effect of product involvement on the A_{ad}, A_{b}, and PI of consumers based on advertisements for male perfumes.

3) To determine the effect of interactions between advertising appeals and product involvement on the advertising effectiveness of advertisements for male perfumes.

2. Theoretical Background

2.1 Symbolic Consumption

Lee (2013) proposed an explicit definition for symbolic consumption: using the act of consumption and the meaning behind it to deliver certain information concerning an individual. The term symbolic consumption first appeared in literature at the beginning of the twentieth century, and was used to explain customers buying a particular product to emphasize the symbolic meaning of their personal identity (Luna-Cortés, 2016). In fact, symbolic consumption has been a popular research topic for scholars over the past 20 years (Ekinci, Sirakaya-Turk, & Preciado, 2013). Scholars believe that products possess values in use, exchange values, and symbolic values, which are created by marketing and communication tools such as advertisements and packaging (Wattanasuwan, 2005). Additionally, observing consumption activities may reveal characteristics of the consumption culture of a particular region or group, as well as the structure of its social classes (Elliott, 1997).

Specifically, symbolic consumption describes the relationship between a consumer’s self and the social culture, as well as the recognition and approval of a self-concept (Ahuvia, 2005; Bhat & Reddy, 1998; Reed, 2002). From the perspective of marketing today, symbolic consumption involves the consuming concept of products and brands (Dittmar, Beattie, & Friese, 1996; Ger & Belk, 1996) and is closely related to the social phenomena of consumers proactively creating the self, expressing their past, and demonstrating their current accomplishments and social status (Ekinci et al., 2013; Luna-Cortés, 2016). In addition, under the influences of capitalism and technology media, symbolic consumption in today’s society has transformed consumers’ consideration of a product from its functionality to its symbolic meanings, or the so-called sociocultural value (Baudrillard, 2005). This value has become the main concern for most consumers in making purchase decisions, as opposed to the functionality of a product (Wattanasuwan, 2005).

In The Consumer Society: Myths and Structures (2016), Baudrillard criticized various problems derived from symbolic consumption from the perspectives of three core concepts, namely sign, simulation, and implosion. Baudrillard indicated that the purchasing of merchandise is the consumption of objects-signs, and that consumption is a manipulated activity of systemized signs. People purchase a product not only for its functionality; the sign that the product carries is also particularly critical. When a product is transformed into a sign through media and assigned a symbolic value, people enter the world of consumption through the guidance of this sign (Baudrillard, 2016). In addition, when basic material demands are met, people will be capable of conspicuous consumption (O’Cass & McEwen, 2004). Using the symbolic meaning exhibited through merchandise to demonstrate and exhibit one’s personal image is an extreme form of symbolic consumption (Charles, Hurst, & Roussanov, 2009). Based on the abovementioned arguments, this study inferred that the advertising appeals of advertisements for male perfumes will shape the symbolism of said merchandise, and the product involvement of consumers will generate recognition for
the value of symbolic consumption. These two factors affect the advertising effectiveness of such advertisements. Accordingly, this study proposed the following hypotheses:

1) H1: Different types of advertising appeals in advertisements for male perfumes will affect the $A_{ad}$, $A_{b}$, and PI of consumers.

2) H2: The level of product involvement in advertisements for male perfumes will affect the $A_{ad}$, $A_{b}$, and PI of consumers.

2.2 Functionality of Advertising Appeals

Advertising appeals can be considered the theme of an advertisement, which is not only an embodiment of creativity but also a persuasion strategy adopted by advertisers to provoke consumers (Lee & Heere, 2018). Kunkel, Walker, and Hodge (2018) indicated that advertisement appeals designed for targeted consumers invoke extraordinary reactions in consumers regarding a particular product, such as drawing attention, interest, or sentimentality. Advertising appeals subtly influence the attitude of consumers toward a particular product or service. Furthermore, advertising appeals can communicate advertisement messages through consumer cognition of a product and their sentimental attachment to a brand (Ruiz & Silicia, 2004). Advertising appeals can generally be divided into two major categories, namely rational appeals and emotional appeals (Zhang et al., 2014). Perfume advertisements predominantly employ emotional appeals because perfume is related to scents, which often trigger positive emotional responses. Emotional appeals facilitate the triggering of imaginations and emotional responses from consumers (Tuna & Freitas, 2012).

Today, advertisements for male perfumes also resort to emotional appeals. To enrich the content of an advertisement, designers introduce various emotions into advertisements. On the basis of relevant studies, the present study categorized advertisements featuring such emotions into three types: vanity appeals (Thiyagarajan & Shanthi, 2012), admiration appeals (Wang et al., 2017), and sexual appeals (Choi et al., 2016). First, vanity is a personality trait that commonly exists in humans. Advertisements focused on brand symbolism usually achieve the objective of vanity appeals. Brand names are valuable consumption symbols because they generate tangible profits and provoke purchasing behaviors in the public toward certain products (Supanvanij & Amine, 2000). Vanity appeals resort to this recognition of brand symbols to provoke voluntary consumption. Moreover, consumers may be physically and mentally satisfied and exhibit vanity when using products of a particular brand.

Second, the manipulation of admiration appeal is usually linked to the choice of endorser of a product. Advertisers attempt to harness the public’s admiration for a celebrity and his or her image to affect the attitudes and behaviors of target consumers (Alsmadi, 2006). Numerous scholars and companies have argued that celebrity endorsement of a product can successfully transfer the positive attitude of consumers’ fondness for said celebrity to the product, thereby achieving optimal advertising effectiveness (Goldsmith, Lafferty, & Newell, 2000; Erdogan, Baker, & Tagg, 2001). Finally, most scholars have agreed that sexual appeal is a powerful marketing tool, which utilizes ambiguous body language to draw attention and leave impressions on viewers (Black & Morton, 2017). This appeal exists at the edges of the taboo subject of sex. For this type of advertisement, nudity is the most straightforward means of expression (LaTour & Henthorne, 1994). Adequate use of sexual appeal can strengthen the effectiveness of advertisement message communication and establish a distinguished brand image. However, its inadequate use will damage product image, provoke complaints, or draw criticism from the public. Therefore, this study inferred that vanity appeals based on brand symbolism and admiration appeals based on celebrity endorsements draw the attention of consumers with a high level of product involvement; whereas the sexual appeal based on body nudity draws the attention of consumers with low level of product involvement. The following hypotheses were then proposed in this study:

3) H3: In advertisements of male perfumes, vanity appeals trigger optimal $A_{ad}$, $A_{b}$, and PI for consumers with high level of product involvement.

4) H4: In advertisements of male perfumes, admiration appeals trigger optimal $A_{ad}$, $A_{b}$, and PI for consumers with high level of product involvement.

5) H5: In advertisements of male perfumes, sexual appeals trigger optimal $A_{ad}$, $A_{b}$, and PI for consumers with low level of product involvement.

2.3 Effect of Product Involvement

Zaichkowsky (1986) defined involvement as individuals’ level of perception and care for target objects based on personal needs, values, and interests, or the level of interest consumers hold for a product or a service. Studies have referred to involvement as the relevance level between a particular item and an individual (Greenwald & Leavitt,
Involvement is often used to interpret the purchasing behaviors of consumers; it is regarded as a moderator that affects advertising effectiveness and subtly influences the effectiveness of advertisement message communication (Vakratsas & Ambler, 1999). Additionally, studies on advertising, marketing, and consumer behavior have focused on the influence of persuasive communication because scholars believe it is the main influencing factor for changes in consumer behavior and attitudes. However, studies on persuasive communication have employed the concept of involvement, which has had a large impact in advertisement and marketing (Zaichkowsky, 1986).

Zaichkowsky (1985) indicated that product involvement refers to the attention consumers pay to a product or a subjective meaning that consumers allocate to it. In other words, product involvement is defined by the cognition of the consumer rather than the product. Andrews, Durvasula, & Akhter (1990) indicated that product involvement is a continuous link between the product and target of interest set by a consumer. Product involvement represents the level of attention a consumer pays to a product or the meaning and value of a product subjectively allocated by him or her. In fact, involvement is a short-term and unstable state that is subject to interactions between factors such as individuals, products, and scenarios (Kassarajian, 1981). Relevant studies have revealed that individuals’ level of involvement is extremely closely related to their intensity of motivation because these two indicators determine the amount of effort consumers will make to satisfy their needs. The higher the involvement and motivation, the more effort consumers will make to satisfy their needs, and thus, pay more attention to relevant information (Dholakia, 2001). In addition, the level of involvement affects the relative importance of various types of products, consumer perception, and levels of fondness for different brands. Therefore, product involvement can refer to the subjective ideas and attention consumers allocate to a product (Bloch & Richins, 1983).

Beatty and Smith (1987) revealed that consumers with high product involvement are usually goal-oriented and aware of their target merchandise or brand; by contrast, consumers with low product involvement usually develop familiarity with a product through purchases or advertisements and recognize their needs from these processes. In general, consumers with high product involvement are more capable of processing information and will exhibit behaviors such as active research and broad selection (Zaichkowsky, 1986). Brand advertisements for relevant products generate high interest in such consumers and affect their brand evaluation, which creates increasingly frequent product consumption (Laczniak & Muehling, 1993). This will be the opposite for consumers with low product involvement. In addition, Assael (2001) revealed that consumers with high product involvement proactively research relevant information about a product to make optimal purchasing decisions. Consumers with low product involvement do not seek optimal purchasing decisions; they only wish for a product to be ideal to a certain level, and therefore, they often repeat their previous purchase. The present study inferred that celebrity and fashion symbols related to the endorser in an advertisement for male perfume resonate with consumers with high product involvement; furthermore, advertisements that employ nudity or sex as the main appeal can echo with consumers with low product involvement. Accordingly, the following hypotheses were proposed:

6) **H6:** Among the three types of advertising appeals for male perfumes, the admiration appeal will trigger optimal $A_{ad}$, $A_{sex}$, and $PI$ for consumers with a high level of product involvement.

7) **H7:** Among the three types of advertising appeals for male perfumes, the sexual appeal will trigger optimal $A_{ad}$, $A_{sex}$, and $PI$ for consumers with a low level of product involvement.

### 3. Method

#### 3.1 Experimental Variables

First, this study set the advertising appeal of male perfume advertisements as the first independent variable. According to the studies of Thiagarajan and Shanthi (2012), Wang et al. (2017), and Choi et al. (2016), the emotional appeal in advertisements for male perfumes was further divided into three categories: (1) vanity appeal, which resorts to the brand name as the core appeal to achieve communication and persuasion; (2) admiration appeal, which resorts to celebrity endorsement as the core appeal to achieve communication and persuasion; and (3) sexual appeal, which resorts to nudity as the core appeal to achieve communication and persuasion.

Subsequently, according to Belanchea, Flaviánb, and Pérez-Rueda (2017), the level of product involvement of consumers was set as the second independent variable. Based on the product involvement scale proposed by Youn and Kim (2018), the present study categorized all participants into two groups: high product involvement, which refers to those who pay more attention to messages regarding a product or take initiatives to understand product details; and low product involvement, which refers to those who pay less attention or take fewer initiatives to understand product information.

Finally, studies have revealed that advertisement persuasion is achieved when consumers change their attitudes...
because of the stimulation of advertisement messages (Petty, Fabrigar, & Wegener, 2003; Boateng & Okoe, 2015). A consumer’s attitude inclination after receiving an advertising message may be used to examine the persuasion effectiveness of the advertisement text (Ang & Lim, 2006). Accordingly, the dependent variables in this study were as follows: Aad, which refers to the overall reaction of consumers after receiving the advertisement message; Ab, which refers to the overall impression of a brand and product that consumers perceive from the advertisement; and PI, which refers to the possibility of purchasing the product after consumers receive the advertisement message.

3.2 Questionnaire Design and Pretest

This study applied a seven-point Likert scale for questionnaire design (from 1 = strongly disagree to 7= strongly agree). Before the formal experiment, 94 respondents were selected using the Internet (men = 40 and women = 54) to participate in the pretest using an advertisement for Calvin Klein perfume for men. The Cronbach’s α test of the pretest data revealed that the internal consistency reliability fell between α = 0.88 and 0.93, which was higher than the high reliability standard of 0.7. Details of the pretest are as follows:

1) Questionnaire items for product involvement: I am used to this product; I am interested in information about this product; I think this product is meaningful to me; I think this product fits my needs; I am willing to spend time acquiring relevant information about this product. The internal consistency reliability of this dimension was α = 0.93.

2) Questionnaire items for A₁ ᵃ: I find this advertisement appealing; I find this advertisement impressive; I find this advertisement intriguing; for me, this is a worthless product advertisement; overall, I like the advertisement design of the product. The internal consistency reliability of this dimension was α = 0.88.

3) Questionnaire items for A₂ ᵃ: I think the brand of this advertisement is good; I think this brand can highlight personal tastes; I think this brand is particularly meaningful; I have a positive impression of the brand in the advertisement; I think this brand is reliable. The internal consistency reliability of this dimension was α = 0.90.

4) Questionnaire items for PI: I would want to buy the advertised product if I required similar products; I think this product is worthy of purchasing; I will recommend my friends to buy this product. The internal consistency reliability of this dimension was α = 0.92.

3.3 Experimental Design and Stimuli

The present study adopted a 3 × 2 between-subjects experimental method to operate the two independent variables, namely advertising appeal types (vanity, admiration, and sexual) and consumer product involvement (high and low-involvement). To select a brand of male perfume and endorser fit for the present study, five famous brands (Boss, Bulgari, Chanel, Mont Blanc, and Calvin Klein) and five famous endorsers (Brad Pitt, Robert Pattinson, Ryan Reynolds, David Beckham, and Johnny Depp) were selected for a pretest of advertisement stimuli. The pretest results revealed that the brands with the highest brand awareness in Taiwan were Calvin Klein (34.6%) and Chanel (33%), whereas the most popular endorser in Taiwan was David Beckham (45.2%). Subsequently, three experimental scenarios were developed based on the pretest results (Figures 1-3).

Figure 1. Experimental condition A-vanity appeals with brand name
3.4 Participants and Experiment

Purposive sampling was employed to recruit participants through social networking sites. Questionnaires and experimental stimuli were then sent to potential target consumers. To prevent the possibility of repetition in responses, participants were separated into three groups beforehand. In this manner, participants in each group would only receive one experimental scenario and respond to the questionnaire once. The questionnaire survey outline lasted approximately 1 month. For each of the three experimental scenarios, 92 participants were recruited and a total of 276 valid responses were returned (men = 152 and women = 124).

3.5 Distribution of Product Involvement Samples

Based on relevant studies, a post-hoc clustering method was applied (Meyers-Levy & Malaviya, 1999; Yang, 2018). The median of the sum of the product involvement scale scores was applied to categorize participants according to their level of product involvement (Haugtvedt, Petty, & Cacioppo, 1992; Belanche et al., 2017). The distribution results revealed a total of 129 participants with high product involvement (46.74%) with Mean = 25.64 (score range = 20–35) and 147 with low product involvement (53.26%) with Mean = 12.31 (score range = 5–19). Table 1 presents the detailed distribution of product involvement.
Table 1. Distribution of product involvement among samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product involvement</th>
<th>Condition A (vanity appeal)</th>
<th>Condition B (admiration appeal)</th>
<th>Condition C (sexual appeal)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subsequently, these data were input into the statistical analysis software package SPSS. The Cronbach’s α test revealed that the internal consistency reliability of participants with high product involvement was α = 0.89, whereas that of participants with low product involvement was α = 0.87; the reliability of both sample groups was higher than 0.70, which indicated a high level of reliability. Consequently, independent sample t tests were conducted to identify differences between the two groups; results revealed that when t(234) = 14.43, the p value reached the significance level of p < .01 (p = .003), and differences were observed between the groups; therefore, this variable was fit to employ as the second independent variable of this study. In addition, Cronbach’s α test results for Agenda, Agenda, and PI were α = 0.89, α = 0.91, and α = 0.93, respectively. The internal consistency reliability of all three dimensions reached high levels with results higher than 0.70.

4. Results

4.1 Descriptive Statistics

According to the statistics on mean values (Table 2), the Agenda of participants with high product involvement was $M_{\text{high-involvement}} = 4.89$ (standard deviation [SD] = 1.12), whereas that of participants with low product involvement was $M_{\text{low-involvement}} = 4.63$ (SD = 1.03); the Agenda of participants with high product involvement was $M_{\text{high-involvement}} = 5.18$ (SD = 1.09), whereas that of participants with low product involvement was $M_{\text{low-involvement}} = 4.92$ (SD = 0.95); and the PI of participants with high product involvement was $M_{\text{high-involvement}} = 4.93$ (SD = 1.18), whereas that of participants with low product involvement was $M_{\text{low-involvement}} = 4.52$ (SD = 1.07).

Regarding the advertising appeals, the Agenda of vanity appeal was $M_{\text{vanity appeal}} = 4.33$ (SD = 1.08), that of admiration appeal was $M_{\text{admiration appeal}} = 5.09$ (SD = 1.01), and that of sexual appeal was $M_{\text{sexual appeal}} = 4.87$ (SD = 1.02). The Agenda of vanity appeal was $M_{\text{vanity appeal}} = 4.95$ (SD = 1.02), that of admiration appeal was $M_{\text{admiration appeal}} = 5.29$ (SD = 0.96), and that of sexual appeal was $M_{\text{sexual appeal}} = 4.91$ (SD = 1.07). Finally, the PI of vanity appeal was $M_{\text{vanity appeal}} = 4.58$ (SD = 1.19), that of admiration appeal was $M_{\text{admiration appeal}} = 4.96$ (SD = 1.08), and that of sexual appeal was $M_{\text{sexual appeal}} = 4.63$ (SD = 1.12).

Table 2. Summary of the M and SD of the independent and dependent variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables Source</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product involvement</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>4.89</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>4.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>low</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>4.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising appeals</td>
<td>vanity</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>4.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>admiration</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>5.09</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>5.29</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>4.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sexual</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>4.91</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>4.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Agenda = attitudes toward advertisement; Agenda = attitudes toward brand; PI = purchase intention

4.2 Effect of the Independent Variables on the Dependent Variables

An independent sample t test was conducted to examine the effect of product involvement on Agenda, Agenda, and PI. The results revealed that the effect of product involvement on Agenda was significant; when $t_{234} = 2.02$, $p = .044$, which reached the significance level of $p < .05$ ($M_{\text{low-involvement}} = 4.89$ and $M_{\text{high-involvement}} = 4.63$). The effect of product involvement on Agenda was significant; when $t_{234} = 2.12$, $p = .035$, which reached the significance level of $p < .05$ ($M_{\text{low-involvement}} = 5.18$ and $M_{\text{high-involvement}} = 4.92$). Regarding the effect of product involvement on PI, the results
revealed that when $t_{(274)} = 3.04$, $p = .003$, which reached the significance level of $p < .01 (M_{\text{low-involvement}} = 4.93$ and $M_{\text{high-involvement}} = 4.52)$.

Next, a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to test the effect of advertising appeal types on $A_{\text{ad}}$, $A_{b}$, and PI. The results revealed that the effect of advertising appeals on $A_{\text{ad}}$ was significant; when $F_{(2, 274)} = 13.34$, $p = .000$, which reached the significance level of $p < .001 (M_{\text{admiration appeal}} = 5.09$, $M_{\text{sexual appeal}} = 4.87$, and $M_{\text{vanity appeal}} = 4.33)$. With respect to $A_{b}$, when $F_{(2, 274)} = 3.82$, $p = .023$, which reached the significance level of $p < .05 (M_{\text{admiration appeal}} = 5.29, M_{\text{vanity appeal}} = 4.95, \text{and } M_{\text{sexual appeal}} = 4.91)$. The effect of advertising appeals on PI was significant; when $F_{(2, 274)} = 3.14$, $p = .045$, which reached the significance level of $p < .05 (M_{\text{admiration appeal}} = 4.96, M_{\text{sexual appeal}} = 4.63, \text{and } M_{\text{vanity appeal}} = 4.58)$.

The abovementioned results revealed that product involvement and advertising appeals caused different levels of effects on $A_{\text{ad}}$, $A_{b}$, and PI. Subsequently, a two-way ANOVA test revealed that the $F$ value, which represents the interaction between the two independent variables on the dependent variables (product involvement $\times$ advertising appeals), reached the significance level of $p < .001 (A_{\text{ad}}; p = .000, A_{b}; p = .000, \text{and } PI; p = .000)$. These experiment results revealed that the $A_{\text{ad}}, A_{b}$, and PI of the participants were affected by the interaction of the two independent variables (Table 3).

Consequently, this study analyzed the simple main effect and conducted a post-hoc test using the Tukey’s honest significant difference (HSD) test. The results of these tests were as follows (Table 4):

1) Product involvement: For participants with high product involvement, advertisements adopting the admiration appeal triggered optimal $A_{\text{ad}} (F_{(2, 127)} = 5.91, p < .01), A_{b} (F_{(2, 127)} = 9.38, p < .001), \text{and } PI (F_{(2, 127)} = 7.20, p < .01). For participants with low product involvement, advertisements adopting the sexual appeal triggered optimal $A_{\text{ad}} (F_{(2, 145)} = 22.87, p < .001), A_{b} (F_{(2, 145)} = 5.02, p < .05), \text{and } PI (F_{(2, 145)} = 4.21, p < .05).

2) Advertising appeals: The vanity appeal triggered optimal $A_{\text{ad}} (F_{(1, 88)} = 14.21, p < .001), A_{b} (F_{(1, 88)} = 15.40, p < .001), \text{and } PI (F_{(1, 88)} = 12.11, p < .01) for participants with high product involvement. The admiration appeal also triggered optimal $A_{\text{ad}} (F_{(1, 95)} = 5.28, p < .05), A_{b} (F_{(1, 95)} = 6.50, p < .05), \text{and } PI (F_{(1, 95)} = 12.48, p < .001) for participants with high product involvement. Finally, the sexual appeal triggered optimal $A_{\text{ad}} (F_{(1, 91)} = 7.47, p < .01), A_{b} (F_{(1, 91)} = 5.18, p < .05), \text{and } PI (F_{(1, 91)} = 2.31, p > .05) for participants with low product involvement.

Table 3. The effects of product involvement and advertising appeals on $A_{\text{ad}}, A_{b}, \text{and } PI$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables Source</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>$F$</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A_{\text{ad}}$</td>
<td>Product involvement (A)</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>3.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advertising appeals (B)</td>
<td>26.50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13.25</td>
<td>13.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$A \times B$</td>
<td>23.11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11.56</td>
<td>11.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{b}$</td>
<td>Product involvement (A)</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>4.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advertising appeals (B)</td>
<td>6.93</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>3.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$A \times B$</td>
<td>20.43</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10.22</td>
<td>10.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>Product involvement (A)</td>
<td>11.30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11.30</td>
<td>9.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advertising appeals (B)</td>
<td>6.91</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>2.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$A \times B$</td>
<td>19.90</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td>8.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: $A_{\text{ad}} =$ attitudes toward advertisement; $A_{b} =$ attitudes toward brand; PI = purchase intention

$^*$p<.05; $^*$p<.01; $^{**}$p<.001
Table 4. Results of the simple main effect analysis and Tukey’s HSD test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables Source</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Post-hoc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A_{ad}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product involvement (A)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in vanity appeal (B1)</td>
<td>14.59</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.59</td>
<td>14.21</td>
<td>.000***</td>
<td>A1 &gt; A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in admiration appeal (B2)</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>5.28</td>
<td>.024*</td>
<td>A1 &gt; A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in sexual appeal (B3)</td>
<td>7.23</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.23</td>
<td>7.47</td>
<td>.008**</td>
<td>A2 &gt; A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising appeals (B)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in high-involvement (A1)</td>
<td>13.78</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.89</td>
<td>5.91</td>
<td>.003**</td>
<td>B2 &gt; B1; B3 &gt; B1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in low-involvement (A2)</td>
<td>37.12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18.56</td>
<td>22.87</td>
<td>.000***</td>
<td>B3 &gt; B2; B2 &gt; B1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_{b}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product involvement (A)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in vanity appeal (B1)</td>
<td>13.74</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13.74</td>
<td>15.40</td>
<td>.000***</td>
<td>A1 &gt; A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in admiration appeal (B2)</td>
<td>5.59</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.59</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>.012*</td>
<td>A1 &gt; A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in sexual appeal (B3)</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>.025*</td>
<td>A2 &gt; A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising appeals (B)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in high-involvement (A1)</td>
<td>19.68</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9.84</td>
<td>9.38</td>
<td>.000***</td>
<td>B2 &gt; B1; B1 &gt; B3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in low-involvement (A2)</td>
<td>8.49</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>5.02</td>
<td>.008**</td>
<td>B3 &gt; B2; B2 &gt; B1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product involvement (A)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in vanity appeal (B1)</td>
<td>15.32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15.32</td>
<td>12.11</td>
<td>.001**</td>
<td>A1 &gt; A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in admiration appeal (B2)</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>12.48</td>
<td>.001**</td>
<td>A1 &gt; A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in sexual appeal (B3)</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>.132</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising appeals (B)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in high-involvement (A1)</td>
<td>18.48</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9.14</td>
<td>7.20</td>
<td>.001**</td>
<td>B2 &gt; B1; B1 &gt; B3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in low-involvement (A2)</td>
<td>9.12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>.017*</td>
<td>B3 &gt; B2; B2 &gt; B1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: A_{ad} = attitudes toward advertisement; A_{b} = attitudes toward brand; PI = purchase intention
*p<.05; **p<.01; ***p<.001

5. Discussion

5.1 Effect of Advertising Appeals in Symbolic Consumption of Advertisement

The results obtained in this study revealed that the factor of advertising appeals does affect the A_{ad}, A_{b}, and PI of the audience of male perfume advertisements; thus, H1 was valid. Additionally, this study revealed that all three emotional appeals, advertisements adopting the admiration appeal resulted in the optimal advertising effectiveness.

In modern society, symbolic consumption is a form of approval of self-value and a means for individuals to connect with the society and life to which they belong (Wattanasuwan, 2005). In advertisements adopting the admiration appeal, advertisers use the social symbolism of celebrities to prompt the audience to conduct the symbolic consumption of celebrities. This type of admiration for celebrities and pursuit of pop culture seem to imply certain creations of self-concept and self-identification (Sirgy, 1982). In today’s consumerist society, purchasing a particular brand conveys the prestige and social status of an individual (O’Cass & McEwen, 2004). Responding to advertisements with celebrity endorsers by purchasing the product highlights the knowledge and credibility of an individual regarding the product (Silvera & Austad, 2003). In fact, both purchasing behaviors are considered conspicuous consumption behaviors (Rucker & Galinsky, 2009). This study revealed that advertisements for male perfumes adopting the admiration appeal obtained optimal A_{ad}, A_{b}, and PI. Therefore, advertisers may use this result as a reference to establish precise advertising appeal strategies based on symbolic consumption.

5.2 Effect of Product Involvement in Symbolic Consumption of Advertisement

The results revealed that product involvement does affect the A_{ad}, A_{b}, and PI of the audience of male perfume advertisements; thus, H2 was valid. In addition, participants with high product involvement exhibited greater A_{ad}, A_{b}, and PI than did those with low product involvement. These results revealed that male perfumes are closely related to individuality. Therefore, the appearances and messages in advertisement texts have great impacts on the attitudes and inclination of consumers with high product involvement.

The literature review revealed that consumers with high product involvement are usually more capable of processing information and taking initiatives to research relevant products and brands. These consumers pay great attention to
products and are aware of their own preferences. Therefore, compared with consumers with low product involvement, consumers with high product involvement are more comprehensive and precise in product selection as well as more motivated to process the information of a product or brand, which subtly helps their decision-making or evaluations and generates purchasing intention. Therefore, advertisement exposure channels that fit the receiving habits of consumers with high product involvement can increase the possibility of consumption (Petty, Cacioppo, & Schumann, 1983). On this basis, analysis of the advertisement samples in this experiment was conducted, revealing that advertisements adopting the vanity and admiration appeals clearly demonstrated the brand and celebrity endorsers in the advertisement, enabling consumers with high product involvement to think about brand information following the central route (Petty & Cacioppo, 1983). Once consumers with high product involvement determine brand information to fit their personal expectations, their attitudes and inclination will be superior to those of consumers with low product involvement.

5.3 Interactive Effects Between the Advertising Appeals and Product Involvement

The analysis of this effect revealed that advertisements adopting the vanity and admiration appeals triggered optimal $A_{ad}$, $A_6$, and PI for consumers with high product involvement; by contrast, the sexual appeal triggered optimal $A_{ad}$ and $A_6$ for consumers with low product involvement, yet demonstrated no significant effect on PI. In other words, the H3 and H4 were valid, but H5 was only partially valid. In addition, consumers with high product involvement might exhibit optimal $A_{ad}$, $A_6$, and PI when viewing advertisements adopting the admiration appeal; by contrast, consumers with low product involvement might exhibit optimal $A_{ad}$, $A_6$, and PI in the face of advertisements adopting the sexual appeal. Therefore, H6 and H7 were valid.

According to the abovementioned results, this study made inferences based on the characteristics of consumers with high product involvement. Such consumers are often extremely sensitive to messages about a product in advertisement texts. They not only take initiatives to research information related to the product and learn about attributes of different brands and products, but also react to messages and make purchasing decisions based on past experiences and existing knowledge (Petty & Cacioppo, 1983). Therefore, consumers with high product involvement refine messages for evaluation and processing. Advertisements adopting the vanity appeal (emphasizing brand names) and admiration appeal (emphasizing celebrity endorsements) fit the message-processing model of consumers with high product involvement. Consumers with high product involvement can clearly learn about a brand, product, and endorser from this type of advertisement and reflect more positive attitudes compared with consumers with low product involvement. Although further studies are required to determine whether such positive attitudes can effectively establish brand loyalty, the results of this study revealed that adding symbolic consumption values to merchandise enables advertisers to touch the inner desire of consumers with high product involvement to consume.

Additionally, purchase decision-making and message judgements of consumers with low product involvement can be used to determine the effect of sexual appeal on these consumers. Because they seldom pay attention to male perfumes, they possess little understanding of and information on brands or endorsers. Therefore, advertisements focusing on the brand or its endorser are unlikely to draw their attention or provoke them to conduct in-depth processing of such advertisement messages (Zaichkowsky, 1986). However, the peripheral route (Petty & Cacioppo, 1983) that is unrelated to substantial product information, such as the humor, outfit of the endorser, or nudity of the model, will provoke the interest and curiosity of consumers with low product involvement. This analysis should be able to further explain why advertisements for male perfume that adopted sexual appeal triggered more positive $A_{ad}$ and $A_6$ for consumers with low product involvement. However, according to this study, the peripheral route approach does not effectively stimulate the PI of consumers with low product involvement. These results indicated that consumers with low product involvement are clearly more cautious when evaluating a purchase of symbolic consumption.

6. Conclusions

First, the pretest of the experiment stimuli revealed enormous differences in the knowledge of perfume brands and endorsers for consumers with different levels of product involvement. Consumers with high product involvement know all relevant information regarding a product and are considerably aware of the brands and endorsers they prefer. In addition, these consumers possess much more comprehensive concepts about print advertisements for male perfumes; therefore, their choices are less likely to be influenced by others. The results of the official questionnaire proved that the advertising effectiveness of print advertisements for male perfumes is more effective for consumers with high product involvement than those with low product involvement. By contrast, consumers with low product involvement were complete strangers to the five perfume brands and endorsers in the experiment pretest. These consumers were only able to relate to the questionnaire items by piecing together memories or being helped by
others. The results of the experiment revealed that consumers with low product involvement exhibited inferior $A_{ad}$ and $A_b$ compared with consumers with high product involvement; moreover, the PI of consumers with low product involvement was mitigated. Therefore, advertisers are advised to learn the differences in advertising effectiveness for consumers with different levels of product involvement before launching print advertisements for male perfumes. Advertisement communication and persuasion can be achieved through designing print advertisements for perfumes that fit the taste of the market, employing market segmentation based on advertising media or online platforms.

Second, the variables of advertising appeals and product involvement interacted with each other. Based on the level of a consumers’ product involvement, their attitudes differed in response to different advertising appeals. The experiment results revealed that consumers with high product involvement responded best to advertisements that adopted admiration appeal, followed by vanity appeal and sexual appeal. For consumers with low product involvement, advertisements adopting sexual appeal resulted in optimal advertising effectiveness, followed by admiration appeal and vanity appeal. These results are not only related to the level of product involvement of consumers but also their state of mind. In fact, consumers with high product involvement are often compelled by rational buying motives; therefore, advertisements containing product information they care about are particularly persuasive. By contrast, consumers with low product involvement are often compelled by the buying motive of emulation, and are easily attracted to scenarios or images in an advertisement; therefore, advertisements adopting sexual appeal are particularly effective for them. In sum, advertisers must design their advertising appeals for male perfumes in accordance with consumers’ product involvement level. This can optimize the advertising effectiveness.

Finally, advertisers must consider methods to enable consumers with different levels of product involvement to receive direct or indirect advertisement messages, as well as to imperceptibly improve advertisement values to obtain optimal advertising effectiveness. On the basis of the research results, advertisers are advised to consider and assess the lifestyles and purchasing habits of consumers with high and low product involvement to select appropriate media and platforms for advertisement exposure. Consumers of male perfumes with high product involvement have a considerable understanding of the products and take initiatives to collect relevant information; therefore, advertisers can place advertisements that adopt admiration appeal on platforms such consumers frequently visit, such as fashion magazines, online shopping websites, and perfume websites. By contrast, consumers with low product involvement have little understanding of the products and take no initiatives to collect relevant information; advertisers are advised to make extra effort and invest more thought into placing advertisements that adopt sexual appeal somewhere consumers with low product involvement are likely to see them, such as lightbox advertisements in MRT stations, advertisements in MRT trains, and billboards. These approaches will force such consumers to be stimulated by advertisements and pay attention to them, with the intention of driving them to make trial purchases that may lead to the establishment of long-term brand loyalty.
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